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Resilience: The capacity to recover quickly; ability to spring back into shape 
Adaptation: A change that makes a thing or place better suited for its 
environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dam removal as illustration of adaptation and resilience 



Communicating Climate Change – Why?!

• 72% of Adults in Essex County believe climate change is happening 
• 35% of Adults in Essex County discuss climate change occasionally 
• 75% of Americans trust their friends and family to be truthful about climate 

change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Percentage from Yale and Geroge Mason University, Center for Climate Change Communication Today, you are my audience. Your mission statement already clearly articulates your mission and values to conserve open space in perpetuity for the health and wellbeing of future generations!I want you to feel more confident talking about climate change in your daily life, your work, and your volunteer endeavorsFeel empowered to talk about climate change, provide and share examples, and plan for the role of open space in climate resilience. Be optimistic about our collective resilient futures and the role land conservation can play in this. 



Communicating Climate Change – How?!

Know your audience
What do you want them to do or change?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are my audience. The mission and values of the Essex County Greenbelt tells me that conserving open space into perpetuity for the wellbeing of people and nature is at least somewhat important to you. I want you to feel more empowered to talk about climate change with your friends, family, and anywhere else that may be pertinent in your life, and to feel optimistic about the role for open space in creating and preserving resilient places 



There is an enormous range of 
perceptions around climate change.

A Trusted Messenger can be key to reaching a 
range of people in your audience 

Boston Globe – Plum Island 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plum Island Boston Globe



Finding Common Ground on 
Climate Change

Common Values:
• Protect our natural resources for

future generations and public health.
• Responsibly manage our natural and fiscal resources.
• Sense of place encourages people to invest locally and 

overcome challenges.
Preparing for climate change through natural resource 
management satisfies each of those values.

Recommended Resources: Yale Project on Climate Communication, Frameworks Institute,
Center for Research on Environmental Decisions – Columbia University
Photo: Wicked Local Great Marsh Ipswich Chronicle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great Marsh – Ipswich Chronicle – Wicked Local Message around politically neutral messages about common values. People don’t need all your facts or beliefs. They will apply their own!!!



A Global 
Problem with
Local Solutions

Local land use 
decisions 
drastically alter 
the severity of 
climate change 
impacts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Global Problem with Local SolutionsClimate change is a global problem that will require local solutions. When we think about the scope of climate change as it’s presented on the nightly news, it can seem overwhelming.But in terms of adapting to the regional challenges at hand, local land use decisions drastically alter the severity of the impacts that take place. If we’re trying to manage stormwater, putting in green infrastructure that deals with the flow naturally can offset the negative impacts of climate change for a neighborhood. If we want to reduce the risk of illness due to extreme heat in a downtown area, we can introduce more shady trees and more park space for cooling.These small decisions that often pass without much notice are absolutely critical to how this enormous problem presents itself to us at a local scale in the coming decades.



Focus on local climate change impacts and responses, rather 
than on causes.  Drought in the Canoe River, MA September 
2016



Do not rely on facts to carry the day!



Avoid technical jargon



Climate change can lead to new 
opportunities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give people a reason to be optimistic – there are many! It’s not all bad news, if we respond to the challenge appropriately.We have the benefit of living in a moderate, northern, temperate climate. As the climate shifts northward and our winters warm, our summers grow longer, and our ecosystems change, new opportunities will arise. We’ll be able to thrive in future climates if our communities are positioned to take advantage of those future conditions.



Key Observed Climate Changes in MA

2.9°F
Since 1895

Temperature: 

11 Days
Since 1950

Growing Season: 

11 inches
Since 1922

Sea Level Rise:

55%
Since 1958

Strong Storms:

Recommended resource: massaudubon.org/climate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Massachusetts Climate Vital SignsAverage annual temperatures have warmed by 2.8°F since 1895, faster than the national and global rates. They have actually increased by about 3.3°F in Eastern Massachusetts.The growing season, or the freeze-free season, is 10 days longer now in the Northeastern U.S. than in the past.Sea levels have risen by 10.4 inches as measured at Boston since 1922.Strong storms, defined as the heaviest 1% of precipitation events, are delivering 71% more precipitation due to increases in frequency and magnitude.Sources: NOAA nClimDiv climate division dataset and the Third National Climate Assessment (2014)

http://www.massaudubon.org/climate


Addressing Misconceptions

Many leaders often feel uncomfortable discussing climate change.

“Inoculate” them to common skepticism, alarmism and inaccuracies. 

It improves their comfort and depth of knowledge.

Recommended resource: skepticalscience.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addressing MisconceptionsMisconceptions around climate change come up frequently across the spectrum of climate change perception. While it’s relatively rare that such misconceptions negatively impact an adaptation goal, discomfort of staff, officials, and educators supporting those projects that feel they can’t sufficiently address those arguments can lead to hesitation or missed opportunities.There are many resources out there to equip yourself for common climate misconceptions, but one of the best resources is skepticalscience.com. It offers, beginner, intermediate, and technical advanced explanations or answers to common myths. It’s also updated frequently, and their MOST USED Climate Myths list is surprisingly representative of current misconceptions.

http://www.skepticalscience.com/


Climate Scientists

YES

NO

UNDECIDED/
OTHER

53% 97%

Sources: Yale Project on Climate Communication (2015) and Cook et al. (2013)

American Adults

53%

Say Climate Change is Happening and Caused by Humans



Why do rising temperatures also 
bring more precipitation? 

…consider your morning 
coffee.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rising temperatures can bring more rain and snow.Consider your morning coffee or tea, maybe sitting on a cool windowsill on a chilly day. The hotter the your cup, the more energy is available to evaporate that moisture, and you may even see it condense on a window or something else above it. This oversimplified example gives us a sense for how warmer temperatures can lead to more precipitation.



More

fuel for storms

More 

Heat

More

evaporation

More

precipitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In parts of the country where there is sufficient moisture and humidity, like New England, more heat and drive more convections, more evaporation, and can store more moisture aloft. That provides key ingredients for stores, energy for rising air, and moisture. The result can be more precipitation and more intense storms.



How Much More Precipitation?

Source: NOAAChanges are calculated from a linear regression of annual totals from 1895-2015, 1901-2000 reference period.

1.2 trillion more gallons of water or equivalent 

snow falling on Massachusetts each year.

Total annual precipitation

has increased by:

15%

filled Prudential Towers~9,700

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that’s not just a little more precip. It’s a lot more. In Massachusetts, precipitation totals have increased by about 15% since 1895. That’s roughly equivalent to 1.2 trillion more gallons of water falling on Massachusetts each year, or about 9,700 filled Prudential towers.Overall, annual precipitation totals are expected to continue to increase by about 5% by 2100, but seasonal projections point toward a polarizing of wet and dry seasons. Precipitation is expected to increase in the winter and spring, with winters receiving 5% to 20% more. The fall and summer are less certain, but there is significant indication that precipitation may decline during those seasons.



impervious 

surfaces
increased 

precipitation

stormwater & WQ 

issues

flooding & infrastructure

damage

increased 

temperature

heat-related illnesses

Climate change
Sprawling

Development

more cooling shelters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I  mentioned increased stormwater. That’s just one example of how climate change exacerbates the problems caused by development.Source: National Climate Assessment, U.S. Global Change Research program



Impacts: dry rivers, flooding, algae blooms, beach closures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we create more impervious surfaces, we increase our stormwater problems, including flooding, infrastructure damage, eutrophication, algae blooms, and beach closures



There are real solutions.

One of the best adaptation practices is preserving natural areas.



Avoided Costs

Heat island 
effects

Stormwater
flooding

Riverine Riverine 
flooding

Coastal 
flooding

Coastal 
erosion

Nature-based solutionsHazards Municipal benefits

Environmental Services

Ecosystem restoration

Open space preservation

Low Impact Development

<div>Icons made by <a href="http://www.freepik.com" title="Freepik">Freepik</a> from <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/" title="Flaticon">www.flaticon.com</a> is licensed by <a 

href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/" title="Creative Commons BY 3.0" target="_blank">CC 3.0 BY</a></div>

Enhanced Safety

Ecosystem restoration

Open space preservation

Low Impact Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CBR + MVP = NBS! Financial – town admin, BoSEcosystem – concommClimate – HM & long range planningWe have developed this quick and easy guide to NBS. Please use this as a reminder yourselves, and it is also included in the CRB packet to share with communities. On the left, you can see hazards that are likely to change in the face of climate change. In the middle, you can see nature based solutions broken into 3 buckets. Think of these three elements “Conserve”, “Integrate”, and “Restore”The arrows are conceptual, and not meant to limit nbs or cobenefits to one specific hazard. Every $1 Million spent on restoration in MA supports  an average of 10-13 jobs and $1.5 - $1.8 Million in economic output. 



Nature-Based Solutions use natural systems, mimic natural processes, or work in tandem with traditional approaches to 

address natural hazards like flooding, erosion, drought, and heat islands. 

Green Infrastructure

Low Impact Development  (LID)

Nature-based Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nature based solutions are solutions that conserve, sustainably employ, and sometimes even create natural resources. NBS use natural systems, mimic natural processes, or work in tandem with traditional approaches to address natural hazards like flooding, erosion, drought, and heat islands. And incorporating NBS in local municipal planning can help communities reduce their exposure to these impacts, resulting in reduced costs, economic enhancement, and safer, more resilient communities. 



Source: Center for Neighborhood Technology’s The Value of Green Infrastructure

Nature-Based Solutions Offer Multiple Benefits Nature-Based Solutions Offer Multiple Benefits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ariel cleans up this slide



Nature based solutions at every scale
Rural, suburban, or urban

Conserve available open space 

providing ecosystem services

Integrate concepts into new 

development at neighborhood scales

Restore resilience in urban areas 

at site specific scale



Land Protection as Water Protection

• Quabbin & Wachusett Reservoirs serve 2.5 million 

• Over 20 years, Massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority spent $130M to protect 22,000 acres of 
watershed lands

• Avoided ratepayer cost of $250M on a filtration 
plant and $4M/yr in operations

MassLive

Avoided Costs

Avoided Costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Somewhat simply, land protection = water protection.  Forests are good for water! 



Massachusetts Forests Mitigate Climate 
Change

• MA forests sequester 14% of the state’s 
gross annual carbon emissions 

• Average acre stores 85 tons carbon

• Capacity increases over time as forests 
mature

Environmental 
Services

Preserve Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our existing landscape provides numerous climate change benefits. Just here in MA, our forests sequester 14% of our carbon emissions, store about 85 tons of carbon per acre and that continues to grow as they mature



● 8,095 Acres purchased or protected in the 
middle and upper Charles River watershed 
since 1977. Project Cost of $8,300,000

● From 1977 through September 2016, the 
project has provided $11,932,000 in flood 
protective services (not counting for 
inflation).

● Co-benefits include recreation and natural 
resource benefits

http://www.nae.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Flood-Risk-

Management/Massachusetts/Charles-River-NVS/ Enhanced Safety

Enhance Safety: Charles River Natural Valley Storage Area. US Army Corps of 

Engineers



Return on Investment Studies in MA: Trust for 
Public Land

• Outdoor recreation  generates:  

• $10 billion in consumer spending

• $739 million in state and local tax revenue

• 90,000 jobs

• $3.5 billion in annual wages and salaries

• Agriculture, forestry, commercial fishing, and related activities generate:

• $13 billion in output

• 147,000 MA Jobs

Conservation Projects Return $4 : $1 spent
Environmental 

ServicesAvoided Costs



http://nrcsolutions.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Naturally resilient communities



• Wetlands saved $625,000,000 in direct flooding 
damages in New Jersey

• In New England, wetlands reduce storm damage 
by approximately 16%

Return on Investment Studies 
Northeast US
Scientific Reports

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-09269-z
Avoided 

Costs

Environmental 
Services Enhanced 

Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-09269-zUsed the same models and tools that insurance companies



Factors Conventional Better Best
GOAL 1: PROTECT NATURAL RESOURCES AND OPEN 
SPACE

Soils managed for 
revegetation Not addressed

Limitations on removal from 
site, and/or requirements 

for stabilization and 
revegetation

Prohibit removal of topsoil 
from site. Require rototilling 

and other prep of soils 
compacted during 

construction

Limit clearing, lawn 
size, require retention 
or planting of native 

vegetation/naturalized 
areas

Not addressed or general 
qualitative statement not tied to 

other design standards

Encourage minimization of 
clearing/ grubbing

Require minimization of  
clearing/grubbing with specific 

standards

Require native 
vegetation and trees

Require or recommend   
invasive species

Not addressed, or mixture 
of required plantings of 
native and nonnative

Require at least 75% native    
plantings

massaudubon.org/lidcost or download here

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Mass Audubon’s Local Land Use regulations review sheet. This just a sample of the items that are reviewed. This guide is set up to help review zoning, subdivision rules and regulations, site plan review, stormwater/LID bylaws, & OSRD

http://www.massaudubon.org/lidcost
https://www.massaudubon.org/content/download/17796/260208/file/Analysis-Tool_Local-Land-Use-Regs_Aug-2017.xlsx


The power of a bylaw: Westford
• Adopted a Conservation Subdivision bylaw in 1978

• Requires conservation and conventional plans

Benefits

• 1,700 Acres of land Protected

• Preserved local habitat and water resources

• Created 13 miles of hiking trails & public recreation

• Town saved millions of dollars

Rail Trail in Westford

The power of a bylaw: Westford

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Land protected through either conservation restrictions (CRs), transfer to the town, or application of a special overlay zoning district – Use case studies and examples in training!



Mapping local priorities

Higher #

Lower #

massaudubon.org/mappr

http://www.massaudubon.org/mappr


Linking Local and Regional Green Infrastructure

• Benefits of linkage: 

• Contribute to watershed-scale approach to addressing water balance, water quality and flooding concerns

• Maximize the utility of local conservation planning

• Control costs

• Ecological integrity 

• Quality of life

34





Green Infrastructure Network Components…

Areas of Above 

Average Resilience

BioMap2 Core & Critical 

Natural Landscape

Areas within 100ft of Surface 

Waters, Wetlands, and Flood 

Zones; Areas </= 4m elevation 

(vulnerable to sea level rise)
Legend

Taunton Watershed Boundary

Town Boundaries

Major Streams

Green Infrastructure Network

100-yr and High Risk Coastal Flood Areas

Surface Waters & Wetlands
Freshwater Pond, Lake, or Stream

Freshwater Wetland

Estuarine and Marine Deepwater

Estuarine and Marine Wetland

Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we work with these amazing enabling conditions that MAFO staff long before my tenure at TNC have collaboratively worked to create, we are discovering significant barriers to implementation of NBS. As I mentioned on the first slide, each of the 351 municipalities have their own sets of regulations. As you may imagine, these can be byzantine legalese, and even the more forward thinking munis may have a really proactive stormwater bylaw, but then details in their residential lot and parking lot ordinances may prevent implementation. So that’s a problem. We are working with a partner network called the Resilient Taunton Watershed Network to address these bylaws holistically, in a pro LID frame. On top of that, we are encouraging these munis to include language that recognizes the role of existing unprotected, undeveloped open space “which is shown here in green and called the green infrastructure network” in providing resilience services. 



Linking Local and Regional

• Mechanisms for linkage:

• Comprehensive/Master Plans, 

• Cluster subdivision requirements,

• Open space districts,

• Transfer of development rights,

• Water resource protection overlay districts, 

• Floodplain management,

• Wetland protection districts and bylaws

• Open space plans.

37

http://www.srpedd.org/rtwn

http://www.srpedd.org/rtwn


MVP Is a Unique Opportunity

• Gets nature to the table 

• Environment as strength and vulnerability

• Connects actions to contextual knowledge

• Regional example – share single source aquifer, 
consider:

• Flooding

• water quality

• drought



Community Resilience Building Process

• Stakeholder-led, facilitator partners
• Venue to highlight local expertise
• All input memorialized  ongoing 

“living report”
• Builds consensus in identifying

• Strengths
• Vulnerability
• Actions
• Priorities

1. Engage 
Community

2. Identify CC 
impacts and 

hazards

3. Complete 
assessment of 

vulnerabilities & 
strengths

4. Develop and 
prioritize 
actions

5. Take Action



Regional Planning for Shared Resources

• Example: Sole source aquifer 

serves 5 towns

• Comprehensive identification 

of assets and vulnerabilities

• Your actions impact your 

neighbors – so team up!



MVP Action Grant

To implement priority climate adaptation actions identified by MVP 
Communities

Preference for nature-based solutions 

82 Communities funded for $5 million in year one

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the reason we are talking with you about NBS today is that there is preference for these solutions in the action grant. You can help guide resources, core team members, and workshop participants to help develop thinking about NBS



We Need You At the Table!

• You are the local open space experts

• Opportunity to share knowledge of OS benefits

• Use this program to advance your mission and 
promote climate resilience in your community!

“Projects that propose nature-based 
solutions or strategies that rely on green 
infrastructure or conservation and 
enhancement of natural systems to 
improve community resilience will 
receive higher scores.”



Get Involved! It’s All For You and Your Community

Your Town Already Certified? Your Town Currently in Planning 
Process?

Your Town Not Involved?

Pay attention to updates – go to 
meetings

Ask about providing information to 
the core team 

Encourage them to apply!!!

• Influence Action Grant 
Applications

Share information in planning 
workshops

• More rounds of planning and 
action grants pending

• Influence plan as action items 
are achieved



1. Encourage your community to become an MVP community & 
participate in the core team 

2. Talk to your neighbors, local board members, and community 
members about climate change and nature based solutions

3. Advocate to adopt the Community Preservation Act or support 
CPA projects

4. Preserve land! And educate others why it’s a great climate 
adaptation tool

5. Vote in local, state, and federal elections to promote candidates 
that support climate smart solutions and funding

5 Things You Can Do As Land Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Conservation design & zoning and wetlands bylaw work together to preserve natural landscape as much as possible



Thank you!

Questions!

Ariel Maiorano
amaiorano@massaudubon.org

Sara Burns 
Sara.burns@tnc.org

mailto:amaiorano@massaudubon.org
mailto:Sara.burns@tnc.org


Resources for Nature-Based Solutions

Bylaws/Ordinances
• EEA’s Smart Growth Toolkit access to information on planning, zoning, subdivision, site design, and building construction 

techniques
•Guide for Supporting LID in Local Land Use Regulations provides a framework for communities to review their zoning, rules, 

and regulations for a number of factors. 

Guidance/Case Studies
•Naturally Resilient Communities successful project case studies from across the country to help communities learn and 

identify nature-based solutions
• EPA’s Soak Up the Rain stormwater outreach tools, how-to guides and resources
• EPA’s RAINE database of vulnerability, resilience and adaptation reports, plans and webpages at the state, regional and 

community level. 
•Climate Action Tool explore adaptation strategies and actions to help maintain healthy, resilient wildlife communities in the 

face of climate change. 

Cost/Benefit
• EPA’s Green Infrastructure cost/cost-benefit/tools Database of tools for comparing solution costs
•Massachusetts Division of Ecological Restoration’s economic benefits of aquatic restoration based on MA case studies

Mapping/Planning
•Mapping and Prioritizing Parcels for Resilience (MAPPR) ID priority parcels for protection and climate change resilience
• Living Shorelines in New England: State of the Practice and Profile Pages for Solutions are case studies, siting criteria, and 

regulatory challenges for coastal resilience in New England.
• Low Impact Development Fact Sheets cover  valuing green infrastructure, conservation design, development techniques, 

regulations, urban waters, and cost calculations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have compiled a list of relevant resources to use and share with the CRB participants to fill some of these gaps. This resource list will be included in the CRB guidebook. We have broken these resources into 4 categories

http://www.mass.gov/envir/smart_growth_toolkit/
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/271aBeTO08XSo?domain=massaudubon.org
http://nrcsolutions.org/
https://www.epa.gov/soakuptherain
https://www.epa.gov/raine
http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/dfg/dfw/wildlife-habitat-conservation/climate-change-adaptation-tool.html
https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/green-infrastructure-cost-benefit-resources
http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/dfg/der/publications/
http://www.massaudubon.org/our-conservation-work/advocacy/shaping-the-future-of-your-community/current-projects/mappr-project/mappr-tool
https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationPractices/Marine/Pages/new-england-living-shorelines.aspx
https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationPractices/Marine/crr/Documents/FINAL_CombinedProfilePages_7_12_2017.pdf
http://www.massaudubon.org/our-conservation-work/advocacy/shaping-the-future-of-your-community/saving-land-water-money-with-lid/lid-fact-sheets
http://bit.ly/FWSGrants
http://bit.ly/FWSGrants


Ensuring Success Webinars

MVP Tool Box

• Working with MVP Service Providers: View recording

• Advancing Social Equity in Climate Adaptation Planning: View recording

• Alternatives for engaging your community: View presentation slides

• The importance of listening: View recording

• Bylaw Review –Encouraging Nature Based Solutions: View recording

• Nature Based Solutions: View recording

• Characterizing coastal flood hazards and increasing resilience: View recording

mass.gov/municipal-vulnerability-preparedness-program

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/YFH0CW6K1nc6xzD5HBy9o0?domain=tnc.webex.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/oF_JCXDXP6s4GBOXHxE9VH?domain=urldefense.proofpoint.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/1LjnCYEYZ6IDgkALFrVUFy?domain=mass.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/rXz-CZ6Gg4c7xPQ5HVeFGI?domain=attendee.gotowebinar.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/dkjeC1wpMjI6OnqMHK2HNQ?domain=attendee.gotowebinar.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/VwuaC2kqXRIV6K8pCWjGrj?domain=attendee.gotowebinar.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/okeRC31r3liXx72pHPhumg?domain=attendee.gotowebinar.com
http://www.mass.gov/municipal-vulnerability-preparedness-program


1. Divert your 
downspouts

2. Plant a rain garden

3. Replace impervious 
surfaces

4. Adopt a drain – and 
encourage others to

5. Don’t wash your car 
in the driveway

6. Pick up pet waste

7. Reduce fertilizer and 
pesticide use

8. Replace lawn with native 
plants

9. Reduce lawn watering and 
mowing

10. Pick up leaf litter 
(compost/dispose of properly)

Ten things local homeowners & 
citizens can do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Conservation design & zoning and wetlands bylaw work together to preserve natural landscape as much as possible



Tips for Communicating Climate 

1. Lead with politically neutral messages
2. Find trusted spokespeople to deliver your messages
3. Focus on local climate change impacts and responses, rather than 

on causes
4. Avoid technical jargon 
5. Select Photos that bring your message to life

http://climatechange.lta.org/recommendations-for-communicating/

http://climatechange.lta.org/recommendations-for-communicating/


Common Pitfalls to Avoid When Communicating Climate 

1. Believing facts will carry the day 
2. People need to know and care about everything you do
3. Communicating the same way with every audience
4. Not knowing or being clear about what you want people to do 

differently 
5. Assuming the problem is finding the “right” words
6. Forgetting that climate change is personal for audiences 

Source:https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59cbe1e04c326dc7d7bfa01c/t/5a2deda1419202de2eb7dd07/151295

9396180/MassECAN+CCCommunications+workshop_reduced.pdf

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59cbe1e04c326dc7d7bfa01c/t/5a2deda1419202de2eb7dd07/1512959396180/MassECAN+CCCommunications+workshop_reduced.pdf
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